### Dispatch Log

From: 04/24/2017  
Thru: 04/25/2017  
Printed: 04/26/2017

#### For Date: 04/25/2017 - Tuesday

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call Number</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Call Reason</th>
<th>Location/Address</th>
<th>Narrative</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>17-9100</td>
<td>0031</td>
<td>VANDALISM MALC DAMAGE</td>
<td>MIDDLESEX AVE</td>
<td>mail box knocked over, has been moved off to the side.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| 17-9101     | 0115 | SUSPICIOUS ACTIVITY        | EAMES ST                          | Vehicle: GRN/GRY 1996 FORD F150  Reg: PC MA 6YB423  VIN: 1FTEF158T3B55244  
|             |      |                            | Stop was for suspicious. Vehicle was parked on the side of the road. Operator was having vehicle problems. Sent on his way. |
| 17-9102     | 0116 | BUILDING OR HOUSE CHECK    | [WIL 1029] TOWN HALL - GLEN RD   | check of the town hall.                                                 |
| 17-9105     | 0521 | LOCKOUT OF STRUCTURE or MV | BRAND AVE                         | Vehicle: GRY 2000 FORD SE LGCN ONE F150  Reg: PC MA 7692X7  VIN: 2FTZ1722YCA61936  
|             |      |                            | motor vehicle lockout.          |
| 17-9107     | 0624 | MOTOR VEHICLE STOP         | WOBURN ST                         | Vehicle: WHI 2016 FRHT SPRINT  Reg: CO MA 881904  VIN: WDYPF3DC5G8P231470  
|             |      |                            | Citation for red light.          |
| 17-9108     | 0628 | Police Log Entry           | [WIL 1016] PUBLIC SAFETY BUILDING - ADELAIDE ST | car 32 dpw for service                                                 |
|             |      |                            | log info. only                   |
| 17-9109     | 0635 | TRAFFIC CONTROL Complaint  | ALDRICH RD + APACHE WAY          | Narrative: traffic enforcement                                          |
|             |      |                            | 31 clear traffic.                |
|             |      |                            | written warning for speed.       |
| 17-9111     | 0654 | MOTOR VEHICLE STOP         | PARKER ST                        | Citation/Warning Issued                                                 |
17-9112 0658 MOTOR VEHICLE STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Location/Address: ALDRICH RD
Vehicle: GRN 1998 CHEV BLAZER Reg: PC MA 4WV149 VIN: 1GNDT13W2W2101429
Narrative: Written warning for speed.

17-9114 0724 TRAFFIC CONTROL Complaint finish
Vicinity of: LOUMAC RD
Narrative: Monitoring bus stop
Narrative: No violations observed

17-9115 0742 ANIMAL COMPLAINT log info. only
Vicinity of: GROVE AVE
Narrative: ACO removed deceased rabbit

17-9116 0843 LARCENY /FORGERY/ FRAUD Investigated
Location/Address: CARDINAL CT
Narrative: Walk in reports she was scammed out of money
***See Report***
Refer To Incident: 17-444-OF

17-9117 0848 Cruiser Defects or Issues Taken/Referred to Other
Location/Address: [WIL 1016] PUBLIC SAFETY BUILDING - ADELAIDE ST
Narrative: Car 37 needs jump start
***Faxed and notified DFW***

17-9118 0908 BUILDING OR HOUSE CHECK finish
Location/Address: [WIL 206] CEMETARY GROUNDS NOT BUILDING - WILLOWOOD ST
Narrative: Check of grounds

17-9119 0913 TRAFFIC CONTROL Complaint Investigated
Vicinity of: SALEM ST
Narrative: Enforcement
Narrative: 32 clear.

17-9120 0914 MOTOR VEHICLE STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Vicinity of: SALEM ST
Vehicle: BLU 2013 SUBA BRZ Reg: PC MA 7KZH90 VIN: JF1ZCA1XD1600802
Narrative: Citation speed

17-9121 0928 TRAFFIC CONTROL Complaint finish
Vicinity of: BALLARDVALE ST
Narrative: Enforcement
17-9122  0929  TRAFFIC CONTROL Complaint finish
Vicinity of:  GLEN RD
Narrative:  Enforcement

17-9123  0933  MOTOR VEHICLE STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Vicinity of:  BAILARDVALE ST
Vehicle:  GRY 2013 HYUN SE SONATA Reg: PC MA 794WV7 VIN: 5NPEC4AB8DH701463
Narrative:  Citation expired inspection

17-9124  1010  TRAFFIC CONTROL Complaint finish
Vicinity of:  SALEM ST
Narrative:  Enforcement

17-9125  1018  MOTOR VEHICLE STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Vicinity of:  ROUTE 62 HWY + I93SBR40 RAMP
Vehicle:  RED 2016 RAMB 1500 Reg: CO MA C96506 VIN: 3C6RR7KT6GG201265
Narrative:  Citation failure to inspect

17-9127  1028  Police Departmental Service finish
Location/Address:  [WIL 1029] TOWN HALL - GLEN RD
Narrative:  Mail run

17-9128  1029  MOTOR VEHICLE STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Vicinity of:  ROUTE 62 HWY + I93NBR40 RAMP
Vehicle:  BLK 2002 HOND ACCORD Reg: PC MA 816616 VIN: 1HGCG22S02A030031
Narrative:  Citation red light

17-9132  1049  TRAFFIC CONTROL Complaint finish
Vicinity of:  BUTTERSROW
Narrative:  Enforcement

17-9133  1051  MOTOR VEHICLE STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Vicinity of:  MIDDLESEX AVE
Vehicle:  BLK 2015 FORD UT EXPLOR Reg: PC MA 3ZL187 VIN: 1FM5K8D83FGC01059
Narrative:  Verbal failure to display registration sticker

17-9134  1102  911 ABANDONED / HANGUP finish
Location/Address:  [WIL 1546] HORIZON BRADCO - WALTHAM ST
Narrative:  911 hang up on callback confirmed accidental with Melina

17-9135  1108  MOTOR VEHICLE STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Location/Address:  BUTTERSROW
Vehicle:  GRY 2016 TOYT UT RAV4 Reg: PC MA 5EX368 VIN: 2T3RFREV7GW536786

17-9137  1136  FIRE-burn permit log info. only
Location/Address:  BOUTWELL ST
Narrative:  burn permit

17-9139  1144  Police Log Entry finish
Vicinity of:  DEMING WAY
Narrative:
community policing.

17-9140 1239 SERVE WARRANT
Location/Address: JACOUTH RD
Narrative: Attempting to serve Warrant of Apprehension
Narrative: all units clear, unable to serve at this time. party has reportedly not been at residence in two weeks.

17-9141 1306 PARKING COMPLAINT Citation/Warning Issued
Location/Address: [WIL 2806] MBTA PARKING LOT - MAIN ST
Vehicle: GRY 2017 HOND UT CRV Reg: PC MA 6MH581 VIN: 5J6RW2H8XHL022765
Refer To Citation: 14520
Narrative: Parking citation

17-9142 1307 PARKING COMPLAINT Citation/Warning Issued
Location/Address: [WIL 2806] MBTA PARKING LOT - MAIN ST
Vehicle: WHI 2016 SUBA SE IMPREZ Reg: PC MA 4RS378 VIN: JF1GJAA64GH021035
Refer To Citation: 14521
Narrative: Parking citation

17-9143 1307 PARKING COMPLAINT Citation/Warning Issued
Location/Address: [WIL 2806] MBTA PARKING LOT - MAIN ST
Vehicle: GRY 2016 TOYT UT 4RUN Reg: PC MA 6JVW60 VIN: JTEBU5JR3GS292999
Refer To Citation: 14522
Narrative: Parking citation

17-9144 1308 PARKING COMPLAINT Citation/Warning Issued
Location/Address: [WIL 2806] MBTA PARKING LOT - MAIN ST
Vehicle: RED 2008 HOND RIDGEL Reg: PC MA 483NZ5 VIN: 2HJYK16248H536215
Refer To Citation: 114523
Narrative: Parking citation

17-9145 1308 PARKING COMPLAINT Citation/Warning Issued
Location/Address: [WIL 2806] MBTA PARKING LOT - MAIN ST
Refer To Citation: 14524
Narrative: Parking citation

17-9146 1309 PARKING COMPLAINT Citation/Warning Issued
Location/Address: [WIL 2806] MBTA PARKING LOT - MAIN ST
Vehicle: BLK 2014 HOND UT PILOT Reg: PC MA 563KW4 VIN: 5FNYF4H40EB057663
Refer To Citation: 14525
Narrative: Parking citation

17-9147 1311 TRAFFIC CONTROL Complaint finish
Vicinity of: WOBURN ST + ANDOVER ST
Narrative: Enforcement

17-9148 1319 MOTOR VEHICLE STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Vicinity of: ANDOVER ST + WOBURN ST
17-9151  1354 Police Departmental Service Services Rendered
Location/Address:  [WIL 1029] TOWN HALL - GLEN RD
Narrative:  32 mail run.

17-9152  1425 ANNOY-PHONE/TEXT/SOC COMPLAINT finish
Location/Address:  HIGH ST
Narrative:  caller reporting he received a threatening phone call from a
male party threatening bodily harm to him and his son.

17-9153  1442 TRAFFIC CONTROL Complaint finish
Vicinity of:  CHESTNUT ST + PATCHES POND LN
Narrative:  Prior to officers arrival, caller realized friends were
pranking him. No issue

17-9156  1521 TRAFFIC CONTROL Complaint finish
Location/Address:  BUTTERSROW
Narrative:  33 - traffic enforcement

17-9157  1523 MOTOR VEHICLE STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Vicinity of:  BUTTERSROW
Narrative:  33 - citation for speed and adult seatbelt

17-9158  1533 911 ABANDONED / HANGUP finish
Location/Address:  [WIL 2866] PATTERSON DENTAL - RESEARCH DR
Narrative:  911 open line call. Upon callback, spoke with employee
Christine, who reports no emergency. Checks ok by phone.

17-9159  1539 MOTOR VEHICLE STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Location/Address:  BUTTERSROW
Vehicle:  BLK 2006 JAGU SE XTYPE 30 Reg: PC MA 2KY895 VIN: SAIWA51A26WE78152
Narrative:  33 - citation for speed

17-9161  1601 TRAFFIC CONTROL Complaint finish
Location/Address:  [WIL 1079] SCULLY SIGNAL COMPANY - INDUSTRIAL WAY
Narrative:  Caller reporting female employee inebriated, left in
vehicle.

Narrative:  Billerica PD notified.

Narrative:  33 unable to locate.
17-9162  1622  MISSING PERSON  finish
Location/Address:  [WIL 956] MILESTONE GROUP HOME - HIGH ST
Narrative:  

Refer To Incident:

17-9163  1624  TRAFFIC CONTROL Complaint  finish
Location/Address:  SALEM ST
Vehicle:  GRY 2016 DODG 4D CHARGER  Reg: BU NY HFX1592  VIN: 2C3CDXJG9GH259845
Narrative:  Erratic operator, caller reported he hit two street signs in Tewksbury. Tewksbury PD notified, viewing damage to signs.
Narrative:  Vehicle parked in Avalon complex on Evergreen Dr. outside 5100 building.
Narrative:  Tewksbury requesting we identify operator.
Narrative:  32 - spoke to witness, nothing hit in Wilmington, Tewksbury PD off with her now.

17-9165  1703  LARCENY /FORGERY/ FRAUD  finish
Location/Address:  
Narrative:  

Refer To Incident:

17-9169  1738  WIRES DOWN,ARCHING  finish
Location/Address:  WEST ST
Narrative:  Neighbor reporting cable wires taken down by fallen branch, doesn't believe neighbor is home. Dispatch notified Verizon. No police response necessary as wires are not a roadway obstruction or hazard.

17-9168  1739  BUILDING OR HOUSE CHECK  finish
Location/Address:  TOWN DUMP - OLD MAIN ST
Narrative:  Secured gate at dump.

17-9170  1906  ALARM, BURGLAR  False Alarm
Location/Address:  [WIL 1305] REGENCY PLACE PROPERTIES - HORSESHOE LN
Narrative:  main entrance alarm
Narrative:  31 - building checks secure, clear.

17-9171  2009  BUILDING OR HOUSE CHECK  finish
Location/Address:  CROSS ST
Narrative:  33 - check of Ventile Recreation Facility

17-9172  2054  SUSPICIOUS ACTIVITY  finish
Location/Address:  [WIL 1540] TARGET - BALLARDVALE ST
Narrative:  Lowell Sun employee was emailed a picture of person laying in front of a car, covered in a sheet, in front of building.
Person that sent photo gave no further information other than their name being "Grant."

Narrative:
32 - no one laying outside under sheet. Checking inside with employees.

Narrative:
32 - employees had no knowledge of occurrence. Clear.

17-9173
2147
MOTOR VEHICLE STOP
Citation/Warning Issued
Vicinity of: WOBURN ST + CONCORD ST
Vehicle: WHI 2016 NISS SE ALTIMA 13116 Reg: PC MA 5MC729 VIN: 1N4AL3AP1GC285637
Narrative:
33 - citation for speed

17-9174
2153
911 ABANDONED / HANGUP
Location/Address: [WIL 157] ALLCOAT TECHNOLOGY INC. - EAMES ST
Narrative:
911 open line with static. Tried calling back same number and was met with static again.

Narrative:
33 - unable to access due to gate being locked, appears closed. Clear.

17-9175
2213
BURGLARY ( B & E ) PAST
Location/Address: MATHER ST
Narrative:
Walk-in party reporting her ex-boyfriend broke into her house without permission. SEE REPORT.

Refer To Summons: 17-169-AR
Summons: CAMILLERI, ANDREW C
Address: 9 FLAGSTAFF RD WILMINGTON, MA
Age: 22
Charges: B&V VEHICLE/BOAT DAYTIME FOR FELONY B&E BUILDING DAYTIME FOR FELONY LARCENY UNDER $250